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BOOK REVIEWS
SKIN DISEASES, NUTRITION AND METABOLISM. By Erich
Urbach and Edward B. LeWinn. Grune and Stratton, New York,
1946. pp. xxii+ 634. $10.
The authors are to be commended for their attempt to apply quantitative
chemical procedures to the investigation of dermatologic problems. Despite
the title, however, approximately one-third of the book is devoted to an
exposition of the role of allergy in skin diseases. The most striking concept
in the remainder of the book is that of "skin diabetes." The theory is
ingenious, but the data presented are insufficient to permit objective analysis.
Other significant defects include a total absence of a description of the
chemical methods employed for micro-analysis of the skin together with the
experimental errors, a lack of proof that the reducing substances in the skin
are actually glucose, and a failure to point out that an increase in these sub-
stances may be merely a manifestation rather than the cause of a skin disorder.
Clinical impressions of the authors frequently are the chief evidence cited in
support of a theory. Neither could the required information 'be obtained from
the authors' published work, as referred to in the text. The book must be
looked upon, therefore, as an exposition of theories which are supported
in the main by clinical trials. T. S. DANOWSKI
DISEASES OF THE RETINA. By Herman Elwyn. The Blakiston
Co., Philadelphia, 1946. 593 pages, with 170 illustrations, 19 in
color. $10.
This volume purports to be the first comiplete and systematic book on
retinal disease (in English) in thirty years. The work is divided into eight
sections. The first deals with diseases resulting from disturbances in circula-
tion, and is prefaced with a helpful discussion of local circulatory disturbances
in tissues in general. The second takes up vascular malformations. Then
come degenerative diseases on a hereditary basis, and next on an inflamma-
tory basis. Part Five discusses tumors, and Part Six diseases leading to
detachment (separation) of the retina. Part Seven embraces developmental
anomalies. The last section deals with radiation injuries. There is natur-
ally some overlapping in these categories: angiomatous malformations in Part
Two might have been taken up under Developmental Anomalies in Part
Seven. However, such overlapping is almost inevitable in any comprehen-
sive classification of disease.
The subject matter is presented in very readable form, and the authors'
discussion of treatment, both his own and that advocated by others, is especially
valuable. He gives definite opinions based on experience, and seems particu-